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Project Background and Description
Kilkenny County Council, in partnership with Tipperary County
Council, Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) and the Department
of Transport (DoT) are developing the N24 Waterford to Cahir
Project. The project is included in the National Development Plan
2021-2030.
The N24 national primary road is a strategic corridor linking
the cities of Limerick and Waterford, traversing through the
counties of Limerick, Tipperary and Kilkenny, with a total length
of approximately 116km. The route also forms part of the
strategic link between Shannon Foynes Port (via the M7, N18 and
N69) and the Port of Waterford (via the N9, N25 and N29) and
Rosslare Europort (via the N9 and N25). The N24 is recognised
as being of importance in enhancing regional connectivity and
increasing accessibility to key towns it serves, including Tipperary
Town, Cahir, Clonmel, Carrick-on-Suir, Mooncoin and other rural
hinterland.

the southern terminal of the M9 Dublin to Waterford motorway at
the Quarry Roundabout, north of Waterford City in Co. Kilkenny.
National Road projects are progressed through Phases 0 to
7 in line with TII’s Project Management Guidelines. In Phase 1
(Concept and Feasibility) the need for intervention was identified
and project specific objectives were established.
The project is now at Phase 2 (Options Selection). Potential
transport solutions to address the transportation issues identified
along the existing N24 have been developed. The purpose of
this consultation is to present these potential solutions to the
public and to seek feedback to inform the design of the project.
All potential solutions will be subject to a two-stage comparative
assessment of their potential impacts, and their relative success
in achieving the project objectives to determine the preferred
solution for the project.

The section of the N24 being considered by this project is
approximately 60km in length. It extends from the M8 Junction
10 Cahir North Roundabout, north of Cahir in Co. Tipperary to

What are the Issues?
Safety
There have been 372 recorded injury
collisions resulting in 33 fatalities and
72 serious injuries in the period 1996 –
2016 along the section of the N24 under
consideration. Despite a trend over the last decade of reducing
number of road fatalities and serious injuries, the overall number of
injury collisions on this section of the N24 has not reduced.
Inconsistencies
The section of the existing N24 under consideration includes
approximately 48km of single carriageway on which there are
inadequacies and inconsistencies in the quality and standard of
geometry.
Overtaking
Overtaking opportunities are limited and
irregularly spaced along the section of N24
under consideration.
Accesses
There are 681 direct accesses onto the national primary road and
86 junctions on the section of N24 under consideration.
Public Transport
Journey times by bus between Limerick
and Waterford can be in excess of 30
minutes longer than by car. Journey times
by rail between Limerick and Waterford
range from 2 hours and 40 minutes to
4hrs and 30 minutes and require a minimum of one interchange
at Limerick Junction. Only two daily services actually service the
towns of Cahir, Clonmel and Carrick-on-Suir with others via Dublin
or Kildare. Travel by car between the two cities is more attractive
in terms of journey time savings than travel by bus or rail.

Existing Walking and Cycling Facilities
Existing facilities for non-motorised users
within the towns along the N24 are limited
to the provision of footpaths and mainly
on-road cycle lanes with limited sections
of segregated cycle track. There are no segregated facilities for
cyclists outside of the urban areas with the exception of a short
section of segregated cycle track at the Tower Road Junction on
the Piltown Fiddown Bypass.
Average Speed
There is a notable variation in average speeds and journey
times at different locations along the section of the N24 under
consideration and significant differences between peak and
interpeak periods. Outside of the built up areas, the average
journey speeds vary between 62 - 76km/h for weekday AM and
PM peak periods. These journey speeds are significantly less than
the National Planning Framework target of 90km/h for inter-urban
roads.
Traffic Volumes
The traffic volumes vary significantly along the N24 within the
study area. There are sections of single carriageway that do not
have sufficient capacity to cater for the volume of traffic. This is
particularly true along the Clonmel Inner Relief Road.
HCV’s
Heavy Commercial Vehicles represent 6%
to 11% of the total traffic volume on any
given day which is particularly relevant
given that the N24 passes through several
urban areas mixing with other modes such
as public transport and vulnerable road
users.
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Phase 2: What’s Happening Now?
Phase 2 (Options Selection) commenced in Q2 2021. The purpose of this phase was to firstly identify constraints to the development of
the project. The development of potential solutions then followed and these are now being examined and compared in order to determine
a preferred solution for the project. Subject to the approval of TII, the preferred solution will then be taken forward to Phase 3 in Q3 2023
where the detailed design and environmental evaluation will be completed.
This public consultation presents the broad range of potential solutions developed that have the potential to solve the issues identified to
date and deliver on the project objectives. These include “Alternatives” and “Options” as described below.

Potential Transport Solutions
Alternatives and Options
“Alternatives” refer to a specific transport mode (rail, bus, air etc.) or demand management proposal (fiscal control measures, Intelligent
Transport System (ITS) measures etc.) which could address the need for an intervention; and “Options” refer to the specific road based
options that may be developed.
Development of Solutions
The potential transport solutions i.e. Alternatives and Options have been developed in line with the hierarchy of mode which seeks to
prioritise Active Travel modes such as walking and cycling, followed by public transport over the use of private vehicles. The potential
solutions have also been developed incrementally in line with the hierarchy of intervention which seeks to make the best use of the existing
asset through maintenance, optimisation, improvement and lastly through the construction of new infrastructure.

Modal and Intervention hierarchy as per the Department of Transport National Investment Framework for Transport in Ireland (NIFTI)
Options

Do-Nothing Option

Discounted Options

This option assumes that there will be no other investment
in the transport network other than regular maintenance
during the appraisal period. However, TII has already
committed to the implementation of a number of
schemes (committed schemes) on this section of the
N24. Consequently, the Do-Nothing scenario is not
considered.

Some road based options have already been assessed and
have been discounted because it was determined that they
could not meet the project objectives

Alternatives

Do-Minimum Option

Do-Something: Alternatives

This option involves maintaining the existing infrastructure
and constructing schemes that have already been
committed, such as the N24 Tower Road Junction
scheme.

•

Active Travel Alternative

•

Public Transport Alternative

•

Demand Management Alternative

Do-Something: Options
•

Management Option (seeks to maximise the use of
the existing infrastructure)

•

Road based Options
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What is Active Travel?

Alternatives

Active Travel means walking or cycling as part of a purposeful journey. Walking as part of a commute to work, cycling to the shop,
or scooting to school are all considered Active Travel, whereas walking or cycling for recreational purposes are not. The provision of
safe infrastructure to support Active Travel such as segregated cycling and walking facilities has the potential to reduce congestion
and to contribute to meeting climate action objectives by providing viable alternatives and connectivity with existing public transport
infrastructure. The benefits of Active Travel include health benefits as well as environmental and economic benefits.

Active Travel and Public
Transport Alternatives
Analysis of traffic patterns in the study
area has revealed a considerable number
of short local trips are taking place by car
within the main towns, contributing to
existing congestion on the N24.
Improvements to the walking and cycling
infrastructure within Cahir, Clonmel
and Carrick-on-Suir, in addition to
enhancements to local bus services,
would support an increase in sustainable
trip making, leading to a reduction in traffic
levels and congestion in and around these
towns.
Improvements to the provision of longer
distance rail and bus services between
Limerick and Waterford have the potential
to complement other transport modes
along the N24 corridor.
As part of the project appraisal process,
all active travel and public transport
alternatives will be assessed as potential
stand-alone solutions or in combination
rather than building new road infrastructure.
These measures could also form part of
a wider multi-modal transport solution
for the towns and villages along this
section of the N24. Should the appraisal
demonstrate significant benefits in terms
of solving the transport and road safety
issues identified in Phase 1, the feasibility
of their provision will be assessed in more
detail, including consultation with relevant
stakeholders such as the NTA, Irish Rail,
TII and relevant local authorities.

The following measures shall be considered in the appraisal of Alternatives.

Cycling and Walking
•

Provision of a comprehensive cycling network within the towns of Cahir,
Clonmel and Carrick-on-Suir

•

Improved facilities for cyclists (segregation from traffic, cycle parking,
e-bike charging etc.)

•

Improvements to pedestrian facilities (e.g. improved crossings,
segregation and footpath provision)

•

Provision of an additional river crossing within Carrick-on-Suir for
pedestrians and cyclists only

Public Transport
•

Improved frequency of inter-urban bus service serving key towns

•

Improved frequency of local bus services within Clonmel and connecting
settlements north of Clonmel to the town during peak periods

•

Improved rail services between Waterford and Limerick without a need
to change trains, stopping at all stations along the Limerick to Waterford
Line, including Cahir, Clonmel and Carrick-on-Suir, which fall within the
project study area

•

Frequencies of one train per hour during peak periods

•

Departure and arrival times linked to typical working patterns

•

Average Speeds of 75mph (120 kph)

•

End to End Journey Times of 1 hour 30 mins

Demand Management
•

Parking rationalisation within the towns along the route

•

Upgrade of existing and installation of new traffic signals along the
N24 with priority given to vulnerable road users, such as cyclists and
pedestrians, and strategic trips in order to remove more local trips from
the N24
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Road Based Option Corridors
Option corridors which are 300m wide in rural settings and
150m wide in urban settings have been identified at this stage
of the project. The corridor does not represent the actual width
of potential road infrastructure or the lands required to facilitate
such infrastructure endeavour. The corridor instead indicates the
lands within which road infrastructure could be developed. As the
study progresses, designs will be developed within these Option
corridors and they will be reduced in width appropriately. The
design team has endeavoured to contact all landowners potentially
impacted by an Option corridor as part of this consultation.
In line with the Hierarchy of Intervention, all road based option
corridors seek to reuse the existing road asset where feasible. Each
option corridor runs the entire width of the study area; however all
options seek to reuse the existing 2+1 Cloghabreedy Link road
north of Cahir (nodes A to B) and also the existing N24 Piltown
Fiddown Bypass (nodes AA to AB) through on-line upgrades as
feasible.

Switches
Switches provide an opportunity to switch between any two option
corridors to form a new hybrid option corridor.
Switch 1 – Green to Cyan/Yellow
Switch 1 provides a connection from the Green Management
Option Corridor on the existing N24 to the Cyan Option Corridor at
Belleville (nodes C to D).
Switch 2 – Pink to Yellow
Switch 2 provides a connection from the existing N24 (Green
Management Option Corridor) or the Pink Option Corridor at Barne
(node F), to the Yellow Option Corridor (node G).
Switch 3 – Yellow to Cyan
Switch 3 provides a connection between the Yellow Option
Corridor (node G) and the Cyan Option Corridor in-between the
R688 and R689 (node H), north of Clonmel.
Switch 4 – Cyan to Yellow/ Pink
Switch 4 provides a connection between the Cyan Option Corridor
(node H) and the Yellow or Pink Option Corridors in-between
Ballyneale and Mullinarinka, north of Clonmel (node I).
Switch 5 – Yellow/ Pink to Cyan
Switch 5 provides a connection between the Yellow or Pink Option
Corridors (node I) and the Cyan Option Corridors at the River
Anner (node L).
Switch 6 – Pink/ Yellow to Green
Switch 6 provides a connection from either the Pink or Yellow
Option Corridors (node J) to the existing N24 (Green Management
Option Corridor), where the existing N24 meets the N76 (node K).
Switch 7 – Pink to Yellow
Switch 7 provides a connection between the Pink and Yellow
Option Corridors (nodes M to O) near Ballyglasheen Cross.
Switch 8 – Yellow to Cyan
Switch 8 provides a connection between the Yellow Option (node
V) and Cyan Option (node Y) north of Carrick-on-Suir.
Switch 9 – Cyan/ Pink to Green
Switch 9 provides a connection between the Cyan and Pink
Option (node Q) and the exiting N24 (Green Management Option)
at Ballydine (node R).
Switch 10 – Cyan to Yellow
Switch 10 provides a connection between the Cyan Option (node
Y) and Yellow Option (node Z) at the River Lingaun.
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Switch 11 – Green to Cyan
Switch 11 provides a connection between the existing N24 (Green
Management Option) (node S) and the Cyan Option north-west of
Carrick-on-Suir (node W).
Switch 12 – Green to Cyan/Pink
Switch 12 provides a connection between the existing N24 (Green
Management Option) (node AE) and the Pink Option (node AI) east
of Mooncoin.
Switch 13 – Green to Yellow
Switch 13 provides a connection between the existing N24 (Green
Management Option) (node AE) and the Yellow Option (node AF)
east of Mooncoin.
Switch 14 – Cyan/Yellow/Pink to Green
Switch 14 provides a connection between the Cyan and Yellow and
Pink Options (node AD) and the existing N24 (Green Management
Option) (node AG) east of Mooncoin.
Switch 15 – Green to Pink
Switch 15 provides a connection between the existing N24 (Green
Management Option) (node S) and the Pink Option north-west of
Carrick-on-Suir (node X).
Switch 16 – Cyan/ Yellow to Pink
Switch 16 provides a connection between the Cyan and Yellow
Options (node E) and the Pink Option (node AJ) east of Barne.
Switch 17 - Green to Pink
Switch 17 provides a connection between the existing N24 (Green
Management Option) (node AK) and the Pink Option west of
Kilsheelan (node AL)
Switch 18 – Pink to Green
Switch 18 provides a connection between the Pink Option east of
Kilsheelan (node AM) and the existing N24 (Green Management
Option) (node AN)

Road Links within Clonmel Urban Area
Four road links have been identified as part of a traffic management
plan for Clonmel. These will be assessed, either in isolation or in
combination with other solutions. in terms of their ability to reduce
traffic volumes on the existing N24. They are aimed at providing
connections for local trips to relieve existing congestion identified
on the Clonmel Inner Relief Road. All corridors are 150m wide.
Road Link 1
Road Link 1 connects Longfield Avenue to the R689 roundabout
south of Glencarra, providing a link between the R688 and R689.
Road Link 2
Road Link 2 connects the R689 roundabout south of Glencarra
to the N24/ Carrigeen Roundabout in Clonmel, providing a link
around the Carrigeen Business Park.
Road Link 3
Road Link 3 connects the R688 Mile Tree roundabout to a new
junction with the R689, north of Glencarra to provide a link between
the R688 and R689.
Road Link 4
Road Link 4 connects a new junction on the R689, north of
Glencarra to a new junction on the L2506 between the Bulmers
factory and Medite site, east of Clonmel, approximately 720m
north of the N24.
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The Pink Option Corridor runs the entire length of the
study area from node A to AH. It reuses the existing 2+1
dual carriageway Cloghabreedy Link road north of Cahir
(nodes A to B) and also the existing N24 Piltown Fiddown
Bypass (nodes AA to AB) through on-line upgrades. It
follows the same line as the Cyan from node Q to T and
again from node AA to AH.

Cyan Option
Corridor

The Yellow Option Corridor runs the entire length of the
study area from node A to AH. It reuses the existing 2+1
dual carriageway Cloghabreedy Link road north of Cahir
(nodes A to B) and also the existing N24 Piltown Fiddown
Bypass (nodes AA to AB) through online upgrades. It
follows the line of the Cyan north of Mooncoin from
node AA to AF before passing north of the Kilmacow
Roadstone Quarry and tying into the Quarry Roundabout
at node AH.

Pink Option
Corridor

This option corridor seeks to utilise the existing road
asset where feasible through on-line improvements,
minor realignments, traffic management measures or
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS).

Yellow Option
Corridor

Management
Option

Alternatives and Options

The Cyan Option Corridor runs the entire length of the
study area from node A to AH. It reuses the existing 2+1
dual carriageway Cloghabreedy Link road north of Cahir
(nodes A to B) and also the existing N24 Piltown Fiddown
Bypass (nodes AA to AB) through on-line upgrades.
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What Happens Next?
We are inviting feedback from the public in relation to the
Alternatives and Options presented to assist in the further
development of a sustainable transport solution for the N24
Waterford to Cahir Project.
In addition to in-person consultation events all consultation
information is available on the dedicated project website
www.n24waterford2cahir.ie
If you would like to discuss the consultation material with the
project team and cannot attend the in-person events, you can
book an online meeting either through the on-line booking
facility on the project website www.n24waterford2cahir.ie or
alternatively please call 056 7794380.
The feedback and submissions received from the process will
be considered by the Project Team and may inform updates
to the potential solutions presented. These will then advance
to Stage 2 of the Options Selection process which involves
a more detailed appraisal of the Alternatives and Options
using a multicriteria analysis under the headings of Safety,
Economy, Environment, Accessibility and Social Inclusion,
Integration and Physical Activity.
The Stage 2 assessment will determine the best performing
Alternative or Option or combination of Alternatives and/ or
Options to be taken forward as the Preferred Solution.
It is envisaged that a public display of the Preferred
Solution will take place in Q2 2023. Updates, news and
details of future public displays will be published on
the project website www.n24waterford2cahir.ie.

Your Opinion Matters
The public consultation period will run from 3 May 2022 to
20 May 2022.
The interactive mapping can be viewed on the project
website:www.n24waterford2cahir.ie. Alternatively, please
call 056 7794380 and we will issue a brochure and feedback
form to you by post.
Tell us your views by completing the online feedback
form by close of business 20 May 2022

How to Make a Submission
using the on-line feedback form available on the project
website www.n24waterford2cahir.ie. Alternatively,
completed feedback forms can be returned at the inperson events or by email or post as follows:
Email: N24Waterford2Cahir@kilkennycoco.ie
Post
N24 Waterford to Cahir Project
Kilkenny County Council
County Hall
John Street
Kilkenny
R95 A39T

Timeline

